At its core, the CV630-NDI packs a powerful 8-megapixel 1/2.5” sensor capturing up to Ultra-HD 3840x2160p video, with support for HD 1920x1080p, and 1280x720p. NDI® Tools opens up the ability to integrate more video devices and applications into your NDI production workflow.

The CV630-NDI is equipped with synchronous pan, tilt, and zoom motors for smooth and silent camera movements during operation. A 30X optical zoom block provides flexibility from 4.6mm to 135mm, with a nearly 70-degree angle-of-view at its widest.

Multiple simultaneous video streams are available over HDMI, 3G-SDI, and NDI®|HX with stereo audio input embeddable on all available outputs. PoE+ (power-over-Ethernet) provides an economical and easy solution for integrators during installation.

**PRODUCT FEATURES**

- 8.5 Megapixel
- Professional Grade 1/2.5” Sony Sensor
- 30x Optical Zoom (4.6~135mm)
- Up to 3840x2160 (UHD) at 30fps
- Almost 70° Horizontal AOV wide open
- Simultaneous 3GSDI, HDMI and NDI®|HX
- Flexible 340° pan and 120° tilt range
- PoE+, Video, Audio, Tally, Control (one cable)